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Abstract

Most researchers have tried to reveal the vulnerability of
deep neural networks (DNNs) with specialized adversarial
examples. Parts of the attack examples have imperceptible
perturbations restricted by Lp norm, which can be easily
defensed. Some works make the perturbations unrestricted
for better robustness and transferability. However, these ex-
amples usually look unnatural. To generate unrestricted ad-
versarial examples with high image quality and good trans-
ferability, in this paper, we propose Adversarial Lightness
Attack (ALA), a white-box unrestricted adversarial attack
that focuses on modifying the lightness of the images. The
shape and color of the samples, which are crucial to hu-
man perception, are barely influenced. We verify the effec-
tiveness of ALA on ImageNet for image classification. The
experiments show that the generated adversarial examples
have both strong transferability and high image quality.

1. Introduction
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are widely used in com-

puter vision tasks. However, there are many attack ap-
proaches that can do harm to DNNs, especially those called
adversarial attacks [18], which design deceiving inputs to
mislead the DNNs into making wrong predictions. A well-
known approach to generating adversarial examples for ad-
versarial attacks is crafting restricted noise (i.e., impercep-
tible to human eyes) to modify original inputs. A majority
of researchers use Lp norm to restrict the noise. However,
most restricted perturbations can be defended.

Therefore, studies on exploring non-suspicious adver-
sarial images that allow unrestricted but unnoticeable per-
turbations have been emerging. Geometric attacks [4,9], se-
mantic attacks [16], and color attacks [14, 15, 21] are three
main aspects. However, these attack methods are usually
contrary to common sense. Among them, the adversarial
examples generated by color attacks seem more natural for
their uniform transformation. However, even the adversar-
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Figure 1. (L) Original images with their labels (successfully classified by ResNet50),
(R) ALA attacked images that are incorrectly classified by the same ResNet50 net-
work, with imperceptible lightness shift. Three line charts mean the lightness value
shift function generated by using our attack method. Through adjusting the lightness
values in the original images with the shift functions, the images become aggressive
and natural.

ial examples generated by color attack may not be natural
enough to deceive human eyes.

Since the previous attacks are semantic interference and
arouse suspicion, an attack method that does not easily
cause semantic aberration is imperative. There is a sim-
ple observation that the variation of lightness (even large
variation) in images results in little semantic change. In ad-
dition, in the real world, it is common to take images of dif-
ferent lightness with respect to the same scene. Thus light-
ness attack seems promising and we propose Adversarial
Lightness Attack (ALA), a novel lightness adjustment ap-
proach to generate natural adversarial images by apply-
ing and improving a differentiable filter [8] that was origi-
nally used to adjust the image attribute in image processing.
Compared with the color attack, the lightness attack will
not change the shape, texture, and color of the objects in the
original images, i.e., it does not generate images containing
objects that are contrary to common sense.

To sum up, our work has the following contributions: ❶
To our best knowledge, we are the first to research adversar-



ial lightness attacks by focusing on human-understandable
filter. ❷ We propose a crafted unrestricted filter with cus-
tomized naturalness-aware regularization. We design ran-
dom initialization and non-stop attack strategies to obtain
adversarial images with stronger transferability. ❸ The
experiment shows the effectiveness of ALA in generating
strong-transferability and high-fidelity attack examples.

2. Related Work
2.1. Restricted Adversarial Attacks

PGD [10] is based on projected gradient descent. It starts
at a random point within the allowed Lp norm boundary
and iteratively determines the perturbation with gradient in-
formation. Let I ∈ RH×W×3 be the original image, and
l ∈ 1K is its ground truth for a K-classification prob-
lem. For a target model M(·), M(I) = l. Adversarial
attacks aim to generate an adversarial image I′ according
to I to mislead the model M(·), i.e., M(I′) ̸= l. Car-
lini and Wagner Attacks (C&W) [1] can be formulated as:
minδ ∥I′ − I∥2p + λ · LC&W(I′, l), where LC&W(I′, l) =
max(Z(I′)l − maxi{Z(I′)i : i ̸= l},−κ) and I′ =
1
2 (tanh(arctanh(I)+ δ)+1). The perturbation δ = I′− I,
and λ is a constant selected by binary search. Z(·)i is the
i-th class in logit of target model M(·), and κ controls the
confidence level of misclassification.

2.2. Unrestricted Adversarial Attacks

Color attack is a feasible way to obtain non-suspicious
examples for its uniformity when modifying images. Color-
Fool [15] proposes a semantic-guided black-box adversarial
attack. It randomly modifies the color of semantic segmen-
tation dividing regions in different pre-defined ranges. The
quality is strongly related with the chosen semantic segmen-
tation network. Adversarial Color Enhancement (ACE) [21]
piecewise modifies the color of original images by using
differentiable parametric filters. FilterFool [14] uses a fully
convolutional neural network (FCNN) to hide attacks into
traditional image processing filters.

To our best knowledge, the works that focus on lightness
attack are EdgeFool [13] and AVA [19]. AVA attacks visual
recognition by adding uncommon vignetting, which will re-
duce the image perception quality. EdgeFool uses an FCNN
to generate detail-enhanced adversarial images, which need
huge consumption. Compared with the above unrestricted
adversarial attacks, ALA is can generate adversarial exam-
ples with better naturalness and strong transferability.

3. Adversarial Lightness Attack (ALA)
3.1. Parametric Filter

We refer to the differentiable parametric filter, which is
proposed as a photo enhancement method [8], to realize the

Figure 2. (a) mono-
tonic filter F̂ . (b)
unrestricted filter F
with the valid range
[2/8, 6/8]. Both fil-
ters are segmented
into 4 pieces.  
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ALA. [8] mainly uses filters represented by a set of parame-
ters to realize traditional image processing approaches (e.g.,
white balance, color curves adjustment) for generating spe-
cific styled photos. The linear filter can be formulated as:

F̂θ(xt) =
T

θsum

[
θt

(
xt −

t− 1

T

)
+

t−1∑
i=1

θi
T

]
, (1)

θsum =

T∑
t=1

θt, θt > 0. (2)

In Eq (1), F̂ is the filter with parameters θ (i.e.,
{θ1, θ2, · · · , θT }) and T denotes the number of segmented
pieces, e.g., T = 4 in Fig 2a. The xt means the pixel values
that belong to t-th piece where values are filtered using the
parameter θt. The θt means the gradient of the t-th piece in
the mapping function. In [8], the θt is restricted to be bigger
than zero, making the filter monotonic. The light and shade
relationship will not change with monotonic filters.

3.2. Constraint ALA

Given an original image I ∈ RH×W×3, its ground
truth label l, and a pretrained target model M(·), We aim
to achieving the formula M(ALA(I)) ̸= l. With the
monotonic filter F̂ , it is easy to construct the ALA by op-
timizing the objective function:argmaxθ L(M(F̂θ(I)), l),
where L(·) denotes the loss function. By directly applying a
gradient-based attack we can obtain the adversarial images.
Noting that ALA focuses on modifying the image lightness,
thus we apply the attack on Lab color space [11].

Since θ is restricted to be positive and the pixels values
are scaled in range [0, 1] in the original method of paramet-
ric filter [8], we call the attack method constraint ALA.

3.3. Unrestricted ALA with Constraint Relaxation

By using filter F̂ , we can generate adversarial examples
while maintaining the light-shade relationship, but the at-
tack success rate is low. Since there are no original im-
ages to compare practically, and lightness changing in the
real world is much more complex, it is not so necessary to
maintain the light-shade relationship. Therefore, we lift the
restriction of θt > 0 in Eq (2). For lightness value, the valid
range [0, 1] is too large. As is shown in Fig 3, the gener-
ated adversarial example may look overexposed or under-
exposed. Considering that the lightness range of each im-
age represents its scene characteristics, it is reasonable to



Figure 3. Adversar-
ial examples gener-
ated by different fil-
ters and their origi-
nal images.
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Figure 4. (a) original image, (b) adver-
sarial example filtered by F , (c) regular-
ized example. (a) (b) (c)

set the valid range to [ILmin, I
L
max]. Through modifying the

valid range and relaxing the contrast-constraint, we extend
the filter F̂ into unrestricted filter F , as shown in Fig 2b.

Algorithm 1 Adversarial Lightness Attack
Input: original RGB image IRGB , original label l, target modelM, number of

iterations N , learning rate α, regularization rate β, number of segmented pieces T
Output: adversarial image I′

1: Initialize θ1 ← Random(T )
2: ILab ← RGBtoLab(IRGB)
3: IL, Ia, Ib ← Split(ILab)
4: for i← 1 to N do
5: IiL ← Fθi (IL)

6: IiLab ← Concatenate(IiL, Ia, Ib)

7: IiRGB ← LabtoRGB(IiLab)

8: ifM(IiRGB) ̸= l then
9: I′ ← IiRGB

10: g ← ∇θ(LC&W(IiRGB , l) + β · (− 1
T

∑T
j=1 |θj |))

11: θi+1 ← θi − α · g
∥g∥2

12: return I′

3.4. Naturalness-aware Regularization

Simply lifting the restriction of the filter helps to obtain
a higher attack success rate. This tends to make the ad-
jacent lightness become the same lightness (i.e., values of
parameters θ of these pieces are close to 0). However, the
generated images with too much same lightness region are
noticeable and suspicious, as shown in Fig 4b. Since the
problem shown in the mapping function curve is that some
segmented pieces’ slopes are close to 0, we just penalize the
parameters closing to 0 and the naturalness-aware regular-
ization can be formulated as:LR = − 1

T

∑T
j=1 |θj |.

3.5. ALA Algorithm with Optimizing Strategy

In Algorithm 1, we show the design of ALA. There are
two optimizing strategies: Random initialization. By us-
ing regularization, the naturalness of adversarial examples
has improved (e.g., see Fig 4c). However, the attack success
rate dropped. This is mainly due to the repair of lightness
distribution by regularization. Thus we randomly initial-
ize the parameters θ into the range [m,n] instead of using
parameters of value 1, and finally obtain a high attack suc-
cess rate with high image-fidelity and strong transferability.
Non-stop attack. Non-stop attack strategy is proposed for
better transferability and image fidelity. That is, we don’t
break the iteration once obtaining a successful example.
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Figure 5. Adversarial examples. The top left corner shows the predicted result (Ima-
geNet index) by MobileNet-v2.

4. Experiment

4.1. Experiment Setup

Datasets. We randomly choose 3 images per class of Ima-
geNet [3] to make up 3,000 images.
Target model. We choose three networks: ResNet50 [7],
VGG19 [17], and MobileNet-V2 [12], for our experiments.
Metrics. We assess the image quality from two perspec-
tives with different metrics. To assess the human-perceptual
similarity, we use learned perceptual image patch similar-
ity (LPIPS). We use the natural image quality evaluator
(NIQE), to partly quantify the quality of images in a non-
reference way. Both metrics are better with lower values.
Baseline methods. We choose six adversarial attacks of
two types as baselines. For restricted methods, we use PGD
[10] with 10 iterations and ϵ = 2/255, and C&W attack [1]
with 5×200 iterations and κ = 20. For unrestricted attack
methods, we follow the experiment settings of ACE [21],
ColorFool [15], EdgeFool [13], and apply FilterFool [14]
with 1,500 iterations and stopping threshold τ = 0.006.
Implementation details. We set T = 64 in Eq (1). We
set the learning rate α = 0.5 and number of iterations N =
100. We use LC&W within κ = 0.2 and the regularization
LR with β = 0.3 as the loss function. And the random
initialization range is set as [m,n] = [−0.2, 0.8].

4.2. Image Classification

Attack success rate. In Table 1, most attack methods
achieve high success rates except for ColorFool, which is
a black-box method. EdgeFool and FilterFool obtain just
a little higher success rates than ALA, but they cost much
more training resources (e.g., 5,000 and 1,500 iterations
with both 10.96 GFLOPs) than ACE and ALA (e.g., both
are 100 iterations with 8.24 GFLOPs).
Transferability. Among the unrestricted attacks, ACE per-
forms best for transferability. The best two methods in the
rest are ALA and FilterFool. Please note that ACE wins
the transferability at the price of image quality, and ALA
obtains no worse transferability than FilterFool with much
better image quality and much fewer training resources.
Naturalness. PGD and C&W obtain the highest LPIPS
scores because LPIPS assesses the difference between at-
tacked examples and original images, which is hardly influ-
enced by restricted tiny perturbations. As for unrestricted
attacks, FilterFool sometimes gets better LPIPS scores, but
it cost more than ten times hours to train compared to ALA.
Significantly, ALA clearly obtains the best NIQE perfor-



Table 1. Comparison of six attack baselines and our method on ImageNet. It shows the results on three normally trained models: ResNet50, VGG19, and MobileNet-v2. The
first three columns are the attack success rates, and the last two columns are image quality metrics LPIPS score, and NIQE scores. We use red, yellow, and blue to mark the first,
second, and third best performance among the unrestricted methods.

Target Model ResNet50 VGG19 MobileNet-v2

Metrics ResNet50 VGG19 MobileNet-v2 LPIPS ↓ NIQE ↓ ResNet50 VGG19 MobileNet-v2 LPIPS ↓ NIQE ↓ ResNet50 VGG19 MobileNet-v2 LPIPS ↓ NIQE ↓
PGD 92.87% 4.77% 6.81% 0.005 47.485 4.29% 94.69% 6.51% 0.005 47.432 4.16% 5.11% 98.69% 0.005 47.364
C&W 100.00% 9.73% 10.19% 0.005 47.783 6.26% 100.00% 8.88% 0.004 47.775 7.35% 8.75% 100.00% 0.004 48.022

ColorFool 90.64% 31.45% 36.91% 0.208 44.577 21.43% 91.35% 30.86% 0.205 44.674 18.23% 23.83% 91.98% 0.185 44.885
ACE 96.80% 61.67% 58.04% 0.297 41.603 46.19% 98.92% 54.87% 0.295 41.073 46.73% 58.77% 98.34% 0.297 40.904
EdgeFool 99.27% 34.05% 32.63% 0.127 38.663 23.71% 99.16% 29.25% 0.127 38.267 23.30% 30.12% 99.39% 0.125 38.668
FilterFool 100.00% 43.78% 37.82% 0.111 39.688 24.12% 100.00% 34.44% 0.109 42.071 24.17% 41.18% 100.00% 0.112 38.802
OLF (Ours) 97.53% 44.08% 43.42% 0.124 28.636 24.67% 98.97% 33.84% 0.110 28.472 23.57% 34.10% 99.14% 0.109 28.938

Figure 6. (a) Original image, (b) ALA
image, (c) Physical image.
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(c)

Table 2. Comparison of the
results of the different fil-
ters. Res denotes restricted
filter, and Unres denotes un-
restricted filter.

T Filter Success Rate (%)↑
ResNet50 VGG19 MobileNet-v2

64 Res 72.73 82.56 79.83
Unres 92.46 96.31 95.36

Table 3. Comparison of the re-
sults generated on ResNet50 by ALA
with/without regularization and ini-
tialization. Reg means regularization,
and Rd Init. means random initial-
ization. The N and Y denotes with-
out/with the operation.

T
Reg/ Success LPIPS ↓ NIQE ↓Rd Init. Rate (%) ↑

64
N/N 92.46 0.0600 39.857
Y/N 87.94 0.0494 40.048
Y/Y 94.56 0.0667 36.240

Table 4. Comparison of the re-
sults w/wo random initialization and
non-stop attack. Rd Init. means
random initialization and Non-stop
means non-stop attack. N and Y de-
notes wo/w the operation.

Rd Init./ ResNet VGG MobileNet LPIPS ↓ NIQE ↓Non-stop

ResNet
N/N 92.87% 18.97% 18.7% 0.052 40.067
Y/N 97.53% 39.31% 39.18% 0.102 32.532
Y/Y 97.53% 44.08% 43.42% 0.124 28.636

VGG
N/N 7.13% 20.97% 12.56% 0.043 41.084
Y/N 18.04% 99.02% 28.29% 0.087 32.813
Y/Y 24.64% 98.97% 33.84% 0.110 28.472

MobileNet
N/N 5.21% 21.97% 95.11% 0.038 41.036
Y/N 16.45% 29.14% 99.14% 0.086 33.114
Y/Y 23.57% 34.10% 99.14% 0.109 28.938

mance in all cases. In Figure 5, we show the original inputs
and the adversarial images generated by different methods.
Compared with these unrestricted attack methods, ALA
looks like the same scene in different lighting conditions,
e.g., decreasing the light intensity in the bottom image.
Real-world attack. As is shown in Figure 6, we take a
photo of the cup (6a) in real-world and classify this image
by ResNet50. Figure 6b shows the ALA-attacked image in
digital. To realize the attack in the real world, we simulate
the lightness condition reference to ALA and take the photo
again. The image (6c) also misleads the ResNet50, which
shows the guiding effect of ALA on real-world attacks.

4.3. Ablation Study

Here verify the effectiveness of the proposed unrestricted
filter, naturalness-aware regularization, random initializa-
tion, and non-stop attack. The dataset follows the Sec 4.1.
Unrestricted filters. We compare the success rate of the ad-
versarial examples generated by different lightness filters,
restricted monotonic filter F̂ (Sec 3.1) with bounded pa-
rameters θ (i.e., θt ∈ [1/4, 4]) and unrestricted filter F (Sec
3.3). As is shown in Table 2, simply using the restricted

filter can not attack these classifiers effectively. Compared
with filter F̂ , the success rate has increased obviously by
about 15% for all settings through using the filter F .
Regularization and random initialization. The first two
rows in Table 3 compare the adversarial examples generated
by our filter without/with customized regularization (Sec
3.4). We can see that the regularization can obviously im-
prove the image quality (the regularizing rate β = 1). How-
ever, better image quality comes at the cost of success rate.
So as mentioned in Sec 3.5, we initiate our filter randomly
with the range of [m,n] (the range is [0, 1]). Then, as shown
in the second and third rows in Table 3, we can both raise
the success rate and image quality to some extent.
Random initialization and non-stop attack. As is shown
in Table 4, if we apply ALA without the proposed optimiz-
ing strategies, the attack performance is not satisfactory. Af-
ter adding the random initialization, the transferability and
some aspects of image fidelity are significantly improved.
Furthermore, if we attack the models with the maximum
number of iterations, almost all metrics will be better com-
pared to training the filter with the early stop.
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6. Conclusion
We propose a novel lightness adjustment approach ALA,

which generates unrestricted examples with strong trans-
ferability and better naturalness compared to existing unre-
stricted adversarial attacks. In the future, we will combine
some other image editing methods [2, 5, 6, 19, 20] with the
lightness modification for better attack performance.
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